Translation
Entombment of the Lord on October 7, 1949 in the Pyramid on Vomperberg
The gate is opened wide. Like a never- ending stream, Light waves pour down and
flood the Holy Mountain. Hosts of angels descend and ascend and line the path of the
Light. Supreme Grace is poured over the site of the Light upon which the Son of Man
set foot on earth. A Holy happening is to be fulfilled. It is the closing of cycles for the
human spirit. An end is put to the sinful activity of mankind. The cycle of events that
began with the Son of Man’s entrance into Creation swings toward its end. Fulfilled is
the work of the LORD.
One more time Imanuel, our Lord, speaks:
I came and went and now I have come again. I will not be visible to you, but you shall
hear my voice for it speaks of the primal life of the never-dying Word in which lies the
Cross of Life.
The sun’s light broke through grey clouds, and roses of the Spirit bowed down on my
casket, the sky covered itself with a dull glow – then all the angels cried tears of sorrow
because you had failed. Had my disciples not left me I would not have had to leave
them.
In the golden shimmer of a holy fulfillment the rock of fidelity descended upon my
earthly body which had died and the spirit raised the voice of the fulfillment and spoke:
“It is accomplished!”
And it was accomplished.
Out of the glowing of the HOLY GRAIL the white Dove from my Father’s living
Spirit inclined toward me. It united with my ray and, with It’s homeward-bound
wing beat, it took back the sword which I had once brought to the earth for the
Judgment. In that moment the archangels stood weeping beside me for they felt my
pain, they felt my sorrow, they saw my earthly distress – for all that rested in the
glistening of the sword for all time.
Then came the day when GOD, the Almighty, sent His Word down into Creation
once more and made a powerful mercy become reality. Suffering and sorrow were
removed from the vessel of life; eternal joy - pure as the radiant blue sky - and the
scent of lilies took on form and inclined toward the earth. Can you understand what this
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means? Can you comprehend that all the grief and foolishness that you committed
against the Light is to be removed and replaced by joy?
The Grail is the vessel of Life. – I am the Living Word out of Him. GOD is Almighty and
what He determines will happen. Accept all the blessing and all the vitality of my Word
at this time when I am so close to you – come to me with your pure requests and I will
be close to you and help you.
KNOW THIS:
EACH ONE WHO GAZED AT MY CASKET HAS JUDGED HIMSELF.
I brought to mankind who had gone astray, of the pure Truth and thought that they must
raise their hands to me pleading and praying;
then, when I came down to the earth , even those whom I considered the most faithful
turned from me. How did they repay the Light for It’s most holy sacrifice?
Not even the all- aliveness of the Word was able to move them to shed even the
smallest part of their human selfishness; not even the radiance and the glow of the
Cross of Life moved them to place themselves unconditionally under my Word which is the Command of my Father. Today, as such a momentous event is preparing
for this earth, almost all have abandoned me, all upon whom I had once hoped to build
mansions. The circle of my disciples has begun to waver and does not stand as firmly
as it should. My disciples turn their spiritual eyes on their own inner center instead of
lifting them to HIM who graced them with a spark from the flames of the fire of Life
through my hand.
I think that you still have not grasped what it means that I have returned to you.
My disciples think that the old, past glory is awaiting them. They hope to be able to sun
themselves in the glamour of days gone by. They do not realize that when I was
severed from the material earth everything else that once had significance was also
severed . I have waited year after year, month after month for them to don a new
spiritual garment so as to be prepared for this time which is now breaking. Into their
hands I want to lay the precious goblet which holds the blessing energies of the water of
life.
Am I to put it into trembling hands that do not have the faintest inkling of its holiness!?
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Oh, my old disciples, how much sadness you might have spared me and yourselves!
You will have to witness as I take everything that was once meant for you out of your
hands to entrust it to a new circle which will be stronger than you. Only few stones will
remain standing one on the other on this tottering earth of yours - the spiritual stones,
however, will be the first to waver. Do you not notice it?
You who have ME – you have the Kingdom of Heaven, and you will soon see it arise
around you. You however, who have casually rejected me , damnation awaits you.
Once, while I still walked amongst you, alive in the world of matter through the Grace of
my Father who had allowed me to descend to your region, I sometimes waited for the
hour when I would be permitted to lift the veil for you which is spread over all things
spiritual. When I would be permitted to lift it more than I had done before, for what I
have shown you has been but a small extract , and yet seems so unfathomably much
and incomprehensibly new to you. Even more so, how would you stand before the
miracle of perfection? I often felt that I should paint a picture for you of the nature and
quality of the Gardens of the Light – but I held back - - it would have been to no purpose
because your development is much further behind than should have been expected
considering the fact that you were given ample time. The sun of mercy shines on you
every day. There is joy in all the Heavenly Light Spheres, Joy and victory are
proclaimed by the holy bells. It soars and resounds across all creations that I,
IMANUEL, judged the human spirit with the sword of My Father, that it has now returned
into my hand and that the Earth is now free to ascend to the Light Spheres …if it so
wishes!
All of you who were permitted to hold the living Truth of my Message in your hands shall
now go forth and live the Truth of the Cross which I brought you as the living form of the
inexorable Will of God in my Word.
He among you who will fail in this time in which he really should prove himself in his
full strength , him I will strike from the Book of Life. The flaming pen of Justice will burn
and extinguish his name for all eternity.
I myself dwell with you and see your guilt. I listen to your deeds and your words and
must see many a secret wickedness in those in whom I trusted completely. But I also
see the fervent effort of my few loyal followers and to them shall now flow the full
blessing of my divine fulfillment.
I will raise them up to the highest step of the world throne. As PARSIFAL I will
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offer them the food of omniscient perfection, and as IMANUEL I will give them the sword
of active spiritual life, for they will then never again go astray on the path of the
fulfillments. With golden vessels the four archangels stand at the wellspring of Life in
which is reflected the countenance of GODFATHER and all His Holiness and
Perfection.
Drop by drop they draw from it with their luminous hands and fill the vessels which the
Will of the Almighty gave into their hands. Rich blessing and inexhaustible power unite
in the flow which streams and glows ,yet is as crystal-clear and pulsating with life as is
the luminous radiant-blue eye of the Primordial Queen Elisabeth. She stands behind the
four archangels and her inspiriting gaze sanctifies the four golden vessels which the
archangels hold over the earth and which are filled to the rim with the wish of the
Creator-They kneel and await the word which will command them to pour the blessing over the
earth --- The hour for this will be up to you, human spirits, -- it can be at this moment if
you make room for humility and strive from now on to always stand pure, free and great
in the service which has been assigned to your spirit -- however, it may be delayed
forever and the earth will not be allowed to experience the blessings of the Kingdom of
the Millenium – and you will be to blame.
A roaring sound will travel over all realms when you have buried me in the womb of the
earth, when I have returned home, so as to be with you in all the luminous glory from
the bosom of my Father.
Roaring, the bells of the Holy Grail will carry the call to life and pour forth the breath of
renewal over the earth- and then, men of the earth, will be the hour when the earth can
slowly be raised up again toward the Light. The moment will arrive that it may enter
again into the cycle of its original destiny.
Oh, human spirits, you will not be able to grasp the significance of this hour; it holds too
many Divine mercies and living miracles for your narrow capacity to comprehend. Your
hearts should be filled with joy when you feel like dying with sorrow. You should rejoice
and exult when my earthly cloak sinks down into matter, for it is of matter and an old era
will thus be concluded and a new time begins. Everything earthly that you committed
against me will then be past and gone. The earthly threads which you wove around me
will have dissolved and ,victoriously, a new hour will emerge from the tip of the earthlyspiritual Pyramid to announce with a powerful, resounding call that the renewal begins,
that GOD, the Almighty, has commanded that there now be an end and a new
beginning.
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A new gate will be opened for you human spirits at the hour of earthly fulfillment of
Spiritual ordainment. My mortal cloak is being added to the holy earth - this signifies the
end of the era past. But a new sign has arisen: the Pyramid which is built up upon my
dead body and rises up to the glorious Light from where it draws the blessing of renewal
for the fulfillment in this coming new time.
Human spirits, listen deep within yourselves to hear a soft whispering and
urging, born in the depth of your spirit, - it is the sign of the beginning of this new era in
which all of you must become new, true humans.
Now is the hour that I will return into my Father for the span of a moment of eternity. I
will be remote from the Creations since this hour must not be marred by the sight of
your trivialities; yet nevertheless , with greater power, I will be in your midst, since for
the last time, the mercy of renewal will be given to you. Be humble, earthmen, for the
Kingdom of Heaven is near! GOD, the LORD, demands your service
Open yourselves completely for you are to be renewed and along with you all that is
yours.
I, IMANUEL, however, exult with you who are of pure volition, you who lift your hands
in humility: LORD, my GOD, thanks be to You! AMEN!
Let us pray:
LORD! Your love is never-ending and Your Wisdom above all comprehension.
LORD! We pledge our loyalty and our love shall be for You for all eternity!
AMEN!
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